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Brandon Hood  
Director of Training, Quality, Compliance, and Ethics 

Education 
  >    Associates of Science from South-West Illinois College 
 
Key Areas of Expertise 
> Develop and implement quality management systems for government contracts 
> Conduct risk assessments and identify potential ethical and compliance issues 
> Expertise in ethics and compliance principles and policies   
> Monitor contract performance and ensure adherence to contractual terms and conditions 
> Government program and performance management  
> Contract planning and improvement 
> Budget management   
> Curriculum development  
> Vulnerability and risk assessment surveys 

Relevant Experience 
> Assistant Program Manager, overseeing the execution of federal contracts supporting numerous 

government agencies 
> Managing quality assurance and quality control of federal contracts 
> Lead Instructor on numerous federal training contracts 

  

As Director of Training, Quality, Ethics, and Compliance, Mr. Hood serves as the company's guardian of 
integrity and excellence. With a keen eye for detail, a deep understanding of regulations, and a steadfast 
commitment to the ethical execution of our services and treatment of our employees, Mr. Hood ensures 
that every decision and every action reflects ARMADA's highest values.  
 
Mr. Brandon Hood has over 24 years of experience in tactical and security related operations and training.  
He is motivated team player and skilled tactician through his experience in the U.S. Marine Corps and 
many years as a government security and training contractor.  He has over 10 years of OCONUS 
deployment time in countries such as Iraq, Afghanistan, Indonesia, Yemen, and Israel. Mr. Hood 
professionally and ethically oversaw for over two years, training of a high risk and national security while 
supporting our Afghan and other international partners. 
 
Mr. Hood is currently the Assistant Program Manager for several Government contracts, as well as 
managing the QA/QC program for other federal contracts.  He serves as the lead instructor for firearms, 
tactics, and vehicle dynamics and manages a team of instructors.  In this role, Mr. Hood coordinates all 
training, including venues, equipment, instructor placement, student rotations, safety and client 
relations. Mr. Hood also maintains proficiency by directly supporting training for vehicle dynamics (I-III), 
hard surface, off-road techniques as well as an assortment of motorcade and convoy operations as well 
as numerous weapons systems. Mr. Hood oversees training primarily focused on individual and team skill 
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development for military and law enforcement as well as executive protection details for federal and 
various government clients.  His instruction of vehicle dynamics includes both.      
 
Prior to joining ARMADA, Mr. Hood served in the U.S. Marine Corps as an Infantry Rifleman and Squad 
Leader.  He later become a member of several government contract organizations providing Personal 
Security Protection Details as a Designated Marksman, Lead Advance Agent, and protection team 
member in support of U.S. Embassy projects in high threat environments.  
 
Mr. Hood has an Associates of Science degree from South-West Illinois college, and as an aviation 
enthusiast he holds a private pilot’s license and is pursuing a Bachelor of Science in Aviation from Utah 
Valley University.   
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